Powers of Onement - 2022
Passion - Body
Joy - Heart
Ecstasy - Spirit
All Three are necessary for Onement
Masters discovered this....will you?

Willow-Saille
Be flexible as changes continue.
Be mindful of the spiral within you.
The journey of your soul is filled
with lessons and messages the ancients tilled.
Be alert, Yes!
Eyes wide and clear–
The only way Magick can appear.
Go deep within your sacred place,
transform your soul to its purposeful Grace.
Then let the nurturing of life fulfill,
the sacred source of your own True Will.
Like the maiden, do be merry,
and with the mother you can carry,
the blessings of Sweet Mystery.
Allow the Crone to show you the way,
to the mysterious Light of Day,
and the powerful place where you stay,
—Aligned with Sweet Mystery.
Excerpt from: Sweet Mystery Revealed
The Faces of WomanSpirit, by Katherine Bell, PhD, DD
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At 3:28:04 p.m. on April 30th, Central Daylight Time, the second New Moon of the Month
occurs. It is called a Black Moon. I encourage you to read the messages of the Cosmic Influences
written by Carrie Gane. It carries an auspicious meaning and not at all a detriment for us to know
about. So often it is given a bad wrap, reminding us that the deepest and darkest patterns of our self
will come to the forefront. Shall we let this be the message? Absolutely not! We are carrying the
intent of this year to move out of the shadows and be the light. Thus, let’s look at the greater truth
of this lunar cycle.
At this time, we enter into the cycle of the Celtic Moon Mother, Willow and her cohort,
Venus. The Dark Moon is the time when we make a connection with our Anima! Jung would
remind us that it is our Soul! Our soul is the essence of our self that holds the prototypes of all that
is to manifest in our lives through our own creative power. It truly is quite auspicious that this Black
Moon is occurring during the cycle of Willow/Venus.
Willow is a vibrational essence that calls us to listen within so we may
hear the Voice of our Soul. Venus carries the vibrational qualities of a
door—the doorway to the soul. Willow is a cultivating energy (reminding us
to till the soil and fertilize it for the growth of soul food, soul flowers, soul
trees for oxygen, fruits of our labor and soul nuts to sustain us in sacred
reality). Willow is reminding us to cultivate what is waiting in the seeds and
soil of our soul. Willow is also helping us recollect that we have listened,
communicated, and learned how to be the Divine Individual able to turn
energy from nonmatter to matter. May we all use what we have learned yet
continue to listen to the inner voice—not the outer voices of conflict and
confusion.
When entering the field of Willow we also enter a knowing of how to
move conflict into harmony. Venus activates it with acquirable knowledge. For now, maintaining
a focus on Willow and the reality that she sets a foundation for the month, let’s use her foundation
to set the intentions for this lunar cycle.
Honoring the power of Passion, Willow is a pure gift. She is an Earthly energy; an embodied
energy (Taurus). Do recall that I brought to our awareness the Four Faces of the Divine during
Rowan’s time. Willow represents one of those Faces and WomanSpirit presented it in this way:
Willow:

I imprint it in the essence of the material body and cultivate
its undefinable quantity.
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This field is stalwart, a stick-to-it energy we use until we realize the core soul message
residing within us. Her passion is to re-member every part of our human condition that carries the
belief of separation and return all parts to the knowing of Wholeness. She calls on us to see the
magick in our earthly living and to know, within the sacred field of our soul in which we do carry
the code of memory that provides us the mother wit to understand how to turn energy from one
frequency to another: An energy of lack to abundance, an energy of ignorance to genius, an energy
of inability to creativeness, an energy of cynicism to optimism, or an energy of war to peace.
When we activate our Willow quality within us...our cells dance and we feel it throughout
our body. The sensation causes us to experience the reality of worthiness to plant our seeds, perform
cultivation, and manifest the dreams that we feel in our heart-soul reality.
When we do feel conflict, it is time to realize that Willow is the agent of reminding us that
conflict is a messenger of creativity. Yep, she is a an agent of “Now is the time to create.” When
we respond, we have connected to the realm of Divine Creative Chaos. The realm which is an
ongoing field of passion, purpose, and program to constantly stir the higher mind of our self to
explore the seeds of creation, till the soil of possibilities, and begin a magickal exploration of
imaging through the power we are using this year called Joy! We can cultivate the undefinable
quantity into a definable reality of our earthly existence.

Venus is our field of Joy this month. She is our field of imagination and the great
power of creating. Do remember she is filled with the Law of Creative
Imagination and the Law of Attraction. (Willow is the constant vibration of the
law of Life Mastery.) When we have the stirring of our passion, the excitement
moving in our bodies, our heart will leap with the joy of anticipation and the
expectation of what can be birthed inclines us to action.
Venus reminds us to use her mirror in several ways. To see the reflection of our
inner self; our soul self. Venus reminds us to see the reflection of possibilities
that are held in the realm of our Divine Self in the presence of Its Creative Chaos.
To see a reflection is a gift of examination. We don’t have to be tossed and turned
in the chaos. We have an ability to observe and capture the vibrations of possibilities....that which
is to be. Venus is acquiring knowledge so the artistic nature of the soul can tell its story and present
the weaving of energy from the passion of power, to the passion of desire, an idea, and a fulfillment.
She stirs the gift of soul wisdom, value, and the already known victory of manifestation.
When we sense and see, we are excited to create, for we have acquired knowledge in this
reflective time. Together with the passion we have, we begin to formulate our intention, use our will
power, and move beyond any conflict. We are true creators creating, as if by magick.
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Earth is the power of Ecstasy....she represents That Which Is Above Is That
Which is Below...all is One Unit. Nothing is Separate! She reveals the
Universal Law of Completion! All already is and is seen, felt, and utilized in the
realm of matter. This is the absolute Ecstasy of the Creator manifesting Its
Creation!
This is our time to realize we are the Divine in form, function, and in the
foundation of matter. We are also the Divine in Spirit, Ideals, and Creative
Chaos in a flurry of joy and passion anticipating the manifest.
From the Dark Moon to the Full Moon...all lit up, we have the option and
opportunity to see our manifesting capacities. We have the option and opportunities to cultivate,
grow, and even capture what we are feeling deep within the very passionate expression of our soul
embodied in this wonderful encasement of our earthly existence.
This month is about setting the foundation for listening to our soul, connecting to the creative
chaos, reflecting on its power and potential, and deliberately developing from our point of
observation. In our singular moment of self we can ask...what do I want to manifest this day, this
week, this month? Is it simply quiet moments? Is it action and communication with others? Is it
service or being served? Is to be a student or a teacher? A healer or to be healed? Are you seeding
or cultivating the plant? Are you cultivating and harvesting? Use your imagination for in the use
of imagination the moment of creating and cultivation is NOW!
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Using the Power of Symbols!
It is time to use the power of symbols to scintillate our three states of consciousness. Do
bring out your deck of cards, The Faces of WomanSpirit, A Celtic Oracle of Avalon. Shuffle them
and release the energy of the past. Bless them and shuffle again to call forth the very intention you
hold within your field of Passion, Joy, and Ecstasy. Then pause in union with body, heart, and mind
where you only find the Oneness of True Spirit. Finally, review the questions below and draw a card
for each question without turning any card over until all are pulled. Then turn them and review what
your inner self brings to cognitive consciousness that will aid unification. Be blessed by your
reading. Awen!
1)

How are you using the energy of the Black Moon?

2)

How are you setting the foundation of your Passion?

3)

What will help you create harmony out of chaos?

3)

How will you use your internal mirror to reflect the wisdom and gifts of creative
chaos?

4)

What is your acquired knowledge that aids your use of creative chaos?

5)

How is the mirror reflecting your Anima?

6)

What is the Divine in form, function, and in the foundation of matter known as you?

Enjoy your lunar cycle and may it be holy. May it be a time of delightful passion, joy, and
ecstacy.

AWEN!
Love and Warm Blessings,
Katherine
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Powers of Onement 2022
Passion - Body
Joy - Heart
Ecstasy - Spirit
All Three are necessary for Onement

Master’s discovered this....are you?

~Lunar Phases of Willow~
New Moon - April 30 3:28:04 p.m. CDT
Crescent Moon - May 4
First Quarter Moon - May 8
Gibbous Moon - May 12
Full Moon - Apr 15, 11:14:07 p.m. CDT (Flower)
Disseminating Moon - May 19
Last Quarter - May 23
Balsamic Moon - May 26

New Moon of Hawthorn - May 30 6:30:15 am CDT
Please know these are not exact dates, but very close.
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